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Abstract
In the study of selective attention, the question of how
irrelevant information is processed is critical in understanding
the mechanisms for selective performance. In the present study,
hypotheses were proposed to account for improvement in selective
behavior with practice. Subjects in three conditions performed
a discrete-trial speeded classification task. During a prac-
'
tice period, some subjects had experience with irrelevant stimuli,
while others did not. After considerable training, novel irrele-
vant stimuli were introduced. The results showed considerable
disruption of performance, except where novel irrelevant stimuli
were fairly similar to the original irrelevant stimuli. The
pattern of results observed was interpreted as consistent with
two different formulations, one stressing habituation to irrele-
vant cues, and one emphasizing the process of separating rele-
vant from irrelevant cues. Tests to distinguish the two hypothe-
ses were proposed, and developmental implications of the two notions
were discussed.
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The Processing of Irrelevant Information
Introduction
The study of human cognition in terms of the processing of
information has burgeoned during the last two decades. The proces-
ses involved in encoding information, using it to make decisions,
and retrieving it from memory are ail important targets for research.
The primary focus of such research is on information that is rele-
vant to the activity in question. in the environment, however, far
more information is available than an individual will use to carry
out a given task. The way in which the subject selects the relevant
stimuli is a critical aspect of information processing. The study
of the effects of irrelevant information on task performance can be
used to describe the eificiency of information selection, and to ex-
plore the mechanisms for such selection*
One procedure used to investigate the effects of irrelevant
information can be ca j led an "interference 11 paradigm* Subjects are
fully instructed with regard to what specific responses should be
produced j/iven the presentation ol particular stimuli. Stimulus
attributes which define the subject* s response are termed relevant;
others are considered irrelevant to the performance of the task. If
values of irrelevant stimuli are v/.u'ied orthogonally to variation in
values of relevant attributes, attention to irrelevant attributes
could interfere with performance, in order to assess such inter-
2.
ference, comparisons can be made between conditions where irrele-
vant information is or is not included, or between conditions where
varying amounts of irrelevant information are presented. One meas-
ure of performance is errors j however, because most tasks demand
speeded responding, latency measures are also employed, and are
frequently more sensitive to experimental manipulations. Through-
out this paper, an effect related to the amount of irrelevant in-
formation presented to the subject will be termed an "irrelevancy
effect 11
.
Consistent results have not been the. rule for experiments
in which adults 1 performance has been studied in interference para-
digms. Several studies (Archer, 195*M Morin, Forrin, and Archer,
196l ; Fltts and Biederman, 1 V c<>5 ; Iniai and Garner, 1965) report no
irrelevancy effects. In others (Garner and Felfoldy, 1970;
GottWald and Garner, 1972), such effects have been found with some
stimulus dimensions but not with others. Irrelevancy effects have
been obtained under a variety of conditions in still other studies
(stxoop, 1935; Hodge, 1959; liontague, 19&5; Jensen and Hohwer, 19&5;
Well, 1971 ; Hawkinsi i.cj)onald, and Gox, 1973; Shot, Hatch, Hudson,
Jandrigan, and Shaffer, 197? 5 Er3 ks..on and Hoffman, 19?2a, 1973)
Uole^ate, Hoffman, and Eriksen, 1 973)
•
diverse interpretations of ii\relevancy effects are supplied
by the various authors. The common property of these interpreta-
tions seems to Le that they lack a direct link between the effects
obtained and how the subject might be processing relevant and/or
irrelevant information. For example, one interpretation (Garner
and Felfoldy, 1970) focuses entirely on stimulus properties. If
stimulus dimensions are separable, no interference is obtained,
presumably because the subject can focus on the relevant dimension,
the irrelevant dimension being an entirely separate entity. If the
dimensions are integral, however, the dimensions are not really con-
sidered dimensions at all. They cannot be separated from each other,
and so the subject is forced to process all aspects of the stimulus.
Another common interpretation of irrelevancy effects is in terms of
response competition. If a given response is strongly associated with
an irrelevant stimulus, interference might occur if a different re-
sponse must be made to the relevant stimulus. Although response com-
petition may be a real possibility in some situations, neither it
nor the interpretation based on stimulus properties involves an ac-
count of what the subject might do to actively process relevant in-
formation or inhibit processing ui irrelevant information. The
questions to be considered in the present paper relate to this issue.
First, is there any indication of a change in how i ubjects
respond to irrelevant stimuli during the course of a task? Kor
example, an irrelevancy effect might be found initially, but dis-
appear or lessen with practice. Such a practice effect would indicate
that subjects can become increasingly efficient at dealing with the
presence of irrelevant stimuli. The second question concerns pos-
sible mechanisms for this increased efficiency, in terms of how rele-
vant and/or irrelevant information is processed.
One possible interpretation of a decreasing irrelevancy effect
with practice emphasizes changes in the processing of relevant cues.
For example, during the course of a task the subject may become
increasingly adept at discriminating the values of the rel vant
dimension. During the time when the subject is learning about the
relevant cues, the presence of irrelevant stimuli may disrupt per-
formance; however, this interpretation would suggest that the sub-
ject need not learn anything about the irrelevant cues for the ir-
relevancy effect to be eliminated. This notion could be tested by
having the subject practice the particular task in the absence of
irrelevant cues. If irrelevant cues are then introduced, per-
formance should not be disrupted. A slight modification of this
interpretation, while still emphasizing changes in the processing
of relevant stimuli, might he that the subject must learn to "focus' 1
on relevant cues, and so must practice the task in the presence of
irrelevant stimuli. If this is the care, a change to a new set of
irrelevant stimuli would not be expected to disrupt performance!
An entirely different interpretation puts greater emphasis on
changes in the processing of irrelevant stimuli. With practice,
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the subject might learn to recognize the irrelevant cues, and so be
able to inhibit extensive processing of those cues. Unlike the first
two interpretations, a change to novel irrelevant stimuli after an
initial practice period would be expected to lead to renewed inter-
ference. This second question might thus be summarized as; How is
the irrelevant information processed?
If changes in the processing of irrelevant information are
critical to the diminishing irrelevancy effect with practice, a
third question can be considered, concerning the specificity of the
effect. The subject might learn to ignore only the particular irrele-
vant cues which have been presented j thus, any perceptible change
in the irrelevant stimuli might disrupt performance, There may,
however, be some generalization of learning. If the similarity be-
tween the first-presented and the novel set of irrelevant stimuli
is manipulated, the results could suggest the degree to which
learning about irrelevant stimuli is generalized.
IS TKfiftg AN lhr^LfiVAliCy .m^OT WHIGlj lb ....uUCuD WITH InACT-idh'?
Studies reporting no irrelevancy effects
Archer •( 195^0 presented subjects with series of patterns to
classify, each response consisting, of the positioning of four
switches. The switches corresponded to four stimulus dimensions
present in the patterns; a total of six binary-valued dimensions
were used in the experiment. Within a particular series, between
zero and six of the dimensions could vary, if a dimension was
varied and a switch available, the dimension was called relevant;
if a dimension was varied but no switch was available, it was
termed irrelevant; and if a dimension was not varied, no information
was considered to be presented, even if a response to that dimension
(switch available) was called for. The variables manipulated were
(a) the number of irrelevant dimensions (0,1,2) and (b) the number
of relevant dimensions (1,2,3,4), with the levels of these variables
orthogonal to one another. Archer found a linear increase in reac-
tion time with increases in the amount of relevant information; how-
over, differences among the three levels of irrelevant information
were nonsignificant. The interaction between trials and irrelevancy
conditions was just short of attaining significance at the ,05
probability level. Because the measure of practice analyzed (experi-
mental days) was not likely to be sensitive to rapid differential
changes in performance, the marginal interaction suggests that there
may be an irrelevancy effect early in learning which later disappears,
Morin, Forrin, and Archer (l96l) again report no irrelevancy
effect. The stimuli used consisted of the combination of the values
of two binary dimensions, form and number. Although the study in-
cluded five conditions in order to test the authors 1 hypotheses about
the relative effects of stimulus and response uncertainty, only two
of these are directly relevant here. In both conditions, the subject
could make one of two possible responses, form being the relevant
dimension. In one condition, number did not vary; in the other,
it varied and was irrelevant. No differences between these two
conditions were found; nor were differential practice effects ob-
tained. Reaction times were reported for smaller blocks in this stud
and subjects experienced only a minimum number of practice trials.
Although the possibility remains that differential practice effects
dissipated very rapidly, the results of this study appear to pro-
vide an instance of very efficient performance in the presence of
irrelevant information.
Fitts and Biederman (1965) replicated these results in an
extension of the Morin, et .al . paper. Their principal interest was
in the effects of variations in stimulus-response compatibility on
the conditions defined by Morin, et.al . ; however, this variable is
not presently of concern. A comparison of the conditions that were
examined above from the Morin, et.al . study again revealed no
differences in reaction time. A Trials x Experimental Conditions
interaction was obtained, but it is difficult to separate the
contributions of irrelevancy and the S-H compatibility manipulation
to this interaction. Overall, the results of this study support
the finding of efficient performance in the presence of irrelevant
stimuli. It should be noted that in both of the latter studies
only a small amount of irrelevant information was varied.
Imai and Garner (1965) utilized different stimuli in a card
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sorting task and obtained results consistent with the findings of the
previous two investigations. Subjects sorted a deck of cards into
two piles according to the values of a specified attribute. Zero,
one, or two other attributes could be irrelevant to the task.
Attributes included the distance between two dots, the horizontal
position of the dots, and the orientation of the dots. The subjects
sorted a large number of decks; all attributes were relevant for sort-
ing at some time. Other variables in the study were the level of
discriminability between values of the relevant attribute and the
"preference" of subjects for a particular attribute as determined
by a free classification task. Discriminability of the relevant at-
tribute was the only variable found to influence both sorting speed
and errors. The number of competing attributes did not affect sort-
ing speed. This study seems to provide another example of performance
undifferentiated by the presence or absence of irrelevant informa-
tion. However, Imai and Garner did not report practice effects, so
any differences which changed over time might have been obscured.
In addition, Egeth (1967) has criticized the manner in which the
task was administered. The decks of cards were presented face up,
so that as a deck was sorted a "preview" of the next card could be
obtained as a card was thrown down. This brief preview may have
attenuated an irrelevancy effect.
Studies reporting irrelevancy effects
Garner and Felfoldy (1970) conducted a series of experi-
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ments in which they measured cardsorting speed. In all of the ex-
periments reported, two binary valued dimensions were used to construct
the stimuli. Two conditions of stimulus presentation used by these
authors are of interest, one in which the relevant dimension was
presented alone, and one in which values of a second dimension
varied orthogonally to the values of the relevant dimension. The
dimensions includedi the value and chroma of a single Munsell
chip; the horizontal and vertical location of a single dot; the value
and chroma of separate Munsell chips; and the size of a circle and
the angle of its diameter. Irrelevancy effects were obtained for
the first two pairs of dimensions, but not for the latter two.
Garner and Felfoldy reported that no variables interacted with any
measure of practice; however, large amounts of practice were given
in every condition before measures were taken. The experiments are
also subject to Egeth's criticism of the Imai and Garner study,
since all decks were presented face up. The authors* conclusions
about irrelevancy effects centered around the nature of interactions
between stimulus dimensions. They stated that an irrelevant dimen-
sion will produce interference if it is "integral" to the relevant
dimension, but not if it is "separable" from it. An early rule of
thumb for defining stimulus relationships specified that if two
dimensions had to be present for either to exist, the dimensions
were integral; if not, they were separable. More recently, Garner
(197^1 1976) included "configural M and "asymmetric separable" in
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the list of stimulus interactions, all of which were defined in terms
of converging experimental outcomes on a variety of tasks. The
additional types of stimulus interactions allowed previously anomalous
results to be categorized; however, Garner (197Z+) retained the basic
integral-separable distinction when he discussed the cause of inter-
ference. He suggested that with separable dimensions, no irrelevancy
effect occurs because an individual can attend to one dimension and
"filter" the other. To account for irrlevancy effects with integral
dimensions, data obtained by Felfoldy (1974) was discussed. Felfoldy
analyzed data from an interference paradigm for effects of repeating
and changing stimuli and responses on successive trials. Reaction
times were fastest with repetition of both stimuli and responses
on successive trials, and there was virtually no irrelevancy effect.
Reaction times were slowest when Loth stimulus and response changed,
and there was a significant irrelevancy effect. When the stimulus
changed but the response remained the same, reaction times were inter-
mediate (this alternative could only occur when irrelevant information
was present). According to Garner, this pattern of results indicates
that first a subject quickly checks if the stimulus is the same as
the preceding one, and if so, makes the same response. If the
stimulus has changed, the quick check is unsuccessful. If no ir-
relevant information is present, the subject must change responses.
With irrelevant information, the subject must decide whether or not
to change responses, and then make the appropriate response. Be-
cause stimulus and response changes are more probable when irrele-
vant information is always present than when it is never present,
overall irrelevancy effects can be attributed to "microprocesses
occurring with respect to the different sequences of stimuli and
responses" (1974, p. Although such factors may affect reac-
tion time, Garner's explanation only seems appropriate when irrele-
vant stimuli are always present for a block of trials or are never
present. If trials with and without irrelevant information are
combined within the same block of trials, it would be more diffi-
cult to account for an irrelevancy effect in terms of differences
in probabilities of stimulus and response changes.
Hodge (1959) studied the effects of different amounts of
irrelevant information in relation to his hypothesis that irrele-
vancy produces interference when it increases the probability that
competing responses are evoked. In Hodge^ study, irrelevant stimu-
li which had previously been relevant to the task were used to en-
hance the likelihood of competing responses. Hodge obtained results
consistent with his response competition hypothesis, and found that
response latencies increased as the number of irrelevant dimensions
increased. In addition, an interaction between practice and irrele-
vancy was obtained, such that the irrelevancy effect was mitigated
with practice. This result supports the notion that there may be a
change in how a subject deals with irrelevant information daring the
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course of a task. Hodge suggests that better learning of discrimi-
nation of relevant values could also cause this effect. He maintains
that if this is the most important factor, that practicing the rele-
vant discriminations in the absence of irrelevant information
should reduce the detrimental effects of irrelevancy to a similar
extent as practice with the irrelevant information present.
Montague (1965) employed a procedure very similar to that used by
Hodge, but used auditory stimuli. He obtained results consistent
with Hodge's, and interpreted them similarly. Well (1971 ) has
criticized Hodge's and Montague's methodology as inappropriate for
assessing the effects of competing responses. Although the ade-
quacy of the tests of response competition is not the critical issue
here, certain aspects of Well's criticism bear on the finding of the
declining irrelevancy effect. In both studies, stimuli were very
complex, and the subject was required to use information about
"primary" dimensions to determine which "secondary" dimensions were
relevant to the task. Because stimulus presentations were very
brief, the subjects were likely to be most efficient if they
processed as much information as possible. Since a selective strategy
was not optimal in these complex tasks, they provide little infor-
mation about selectivity.
Well (1971) refined the study of the competing response hy-
pothesis by simplifying the stimuli used and the responses required
of the subject. In Well's experiment, three binary dimensions very
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similar to those used by Imai and Gamer were used to generate
stimuli. The variables manipulated included the discriminaoility
of the values of a dimension the prior relevancy of irrelevant
dimensions, and the number of irrelevant dimensions varying.
Well did not find evidence to support a competing response hypothe-
sis, but irrelevancy effects were obtained. As in the Garner and Fel-
foldy experiments, an interaction between practice and amount of
irrelevancy was not found, providing no support for the notion of
modifications in behavior with respect to irrelevant attributes.
However, subjects in this study were also given considerable
practice prior to the recording of reaction times, so it remains
possible that any such change had occurred by the time the ex-
periment proper was initiated,
Hawkins, McDonald, and Cox (1973) used a different procedure
to examine the response competition hypothesis. Subjects were shown
two figures and were to respond "sane" or "different". Reaction times
were measured. There were three phases of the experiment. During
Phase I, both the experimental and the control group made their
judgments on Dimension X (e.g. size), with Dimension Y (e,g, form)
irrelevant. In Phase II, the experimental group made conjunctive
judgments on the basis of the two dimensions, while the control group
continued the Phase I task. Phase 111 was identical to Phase I for
both groups. On the assumption that response competition accounts
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for any effects of irrelevant information, Hawkins, et.al , predicted!
(l) no effect of irrelevant information in Phase I f since the irrele-
vant dimension had not previously been relevant; and (2) an effect
of irrelevant information in Phase III in the experimental group
but not in the control group, since the irrelevant dimension in
Phase III had been relevant for the experimental group in Phase II.
Irrelevancy effects were found for both groups in both Phase I and
Phase III, but there was no effect of Phase II on Phase III. No ef-
fects of practice were found. The authors conclude that their re-
sults do not support a response competition interpretation, but
their test seems a rather weak one. Subjects had an opportunity to
practice the Phase III task during Phase I, and no information on
the subjects* behavior during Phase II was provided. Most important,
however, is that an irrelevancy effect was defined as slower reaction
time when irrelevant and relevant information were incompatible than
when compatible. This definition seems a better measure of response
competition than of an irrelevancy effect. Thus, although Hawkins,
et.al . claim to have found an irrelevancy effect independent of
response competition, they apparently found better evidence of the
latter.
The Stroop color-word test provides another example; of a
situation where irrelevancy effects have been found. The Stroop
paradigm differs from the experimental situation already discussed
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in that the relationship between irrelevant and relevant stimuli
is a meaningful one. In the most common form of the Stroop test (Jen
sen, 1966), three kinds of stimuli are employed t a word (w) card,
on which color words are printed in black ink, a color (c) card, on
which patches of different colors appear, and a color-word (CW)
card, on which color words are printed in conflicting colors of ink.
The subject's task on card W is to read the words, on card C to name
the colors, and on card CW to name the colors, all as rapidly as
possible. The essential comparison is between color-naming on card
CW and on card G, with card W primarily used to demonstrate
facility on the word-reading task. Interference effects have been
accounted for by the suggestion that the word-reading response is
more easily elicited than color-naming, so that response competition
results when the subject attempts to name the colors on card CW.
The nature of practice effects obtained with this task is interest-
ing. Stroop (1935) found that performance on card CW improved more
than performance on Cards C or W over the eight trials administered.
Jensen (1965) reported similar results in an experiment extending
over ten trials. In both cases, the major part of the practice
effect was found to occur within early trials of the experiment.
It is possible, then, that improvement with respect to irrelevancy
may occur quickly, and that such improvement may have taken place
in some of the classification studies cited earlier. Shor, Hatch,
Hudson, Landrigan, and Shaffer (l9?2) used a Stroop-like task where
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instead of color words and patches, directional words (left, right,
up, down) and arrows were employed. Shor, et.al
. obtained expected
interference effects; however, no differential practice effects were
reported. This experiment extended over a thirty-day period, with
practice effects reported in five-day intervals. Thus, the index
of practice would not likely be sensitive to the relatively rapidly
occurring changes noted above.
To summarize, the results discussed thus far provide no
definite answer to the question of a decreasing irrelevancy effect.
Studies in which the stimuli were very simple and task demands mini-
mal (Morin, Forrin, and Archer, 196I5 Fitts and Biederman, I965)
report efficient performance in the presence of irrelevant information
from the outset of the task. Where stimuli were very complex and
task requirements severe (Hodge, 19595 Montague, I965), irrelevancy
effects were obtained which lessened with practice. The latter
pattern of results was also observed where a good deal of response
competition was likely (Stroop, 1935; Jensen, 1965). Other studies
(Archer, 195^f Imai and Garner, 1965; Garner and Felfoldy, 1970;
Well, 1-971; Haw-kins, McDonald, and Cox, 1973:) provided little
information bearing on this question, mainly because practice effects
were not of chief interest in these investigations. The stimuli
used in the latter group of studies were intermediate in complexity.
In order to answer the question of whether there is an irrelevancy
effect which is reduced with practice (with respect to normal selec-
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tive behavior) a careful assessment of practice effects where task
requirements are reasonable yet somewhat demanding seems appropriate.
HOW IS THE IRRELEVANT INFORMATION PROCESSED?
The question of the degree to which irrelevant information
is processed has not been considered in the context of changes in
irrelevancy effects with practice. Eriksen and his associates, how-
ever, carried out a series of studies dealing with the question of
how a subject responds to irrelevant information when the task calls
for rapid target identification. The thrust of these studies is
toward the degree to which subjects perceptually analyze irrelevant
stimuli under a variety of conditions. In the experiments, the sub-
ject was shown a circular display of letters, and was required to make
a specified response as rapidly as possible to the letter marked by
a black line indicator outside the circle. A number of different
variables were manipulated using this paradigm.
Eriksen and Hoffman (l9?2a) used display sizes of 4, 8, and
12 letters (only k different letters), and presented the black line
indicator either 150 milliseconds before or simultaneously with the
display. Voicing latencies increased as display size increased, and
were greater for the simultaneous as opposed tc the leading indicator.
The variables interacted such that the leading indicator led to a
greater improvement for the 8- and 12-element displays than for the
4-element display. The indicator manipulation, then, provided a
greater benefit when more irrelevant material was present, apparently
18.
allowing the subject to deal with irrelevant stimuli more efficient-
ly. In interpreting these results, Eriksen and Hoffman postulated
a spatial "focusing in" hypothesis. According to this formulation,
the subject narrows the "focus field" until it encompasses only the
target. Other items are processed until they are eliminated from the
focus field. With a simultaneous indicator, a number of items might
be expected to be processed sufficiently so as to interfere either
with encoding of or responding to the target. If the indicator pre-
cedes the display, the subject can narrow the field somewhat, lead-
ing to reduced reaction times. More time is required the more narrow
the field must become, an idea consistent with the finding that
latencies with the leading indicator are still elevated for the
largest display. Reaction time, then, might be made independent of
display size if the indicator was presented long enough before the
display to permit complete focusing. In this study, it was unclear
whether the size of the display or the spacing between the letters
more strongly influenced results, since these two factors are
directly related.
Eriksen and Hoffman (1972b) further tested the "focusing in"
hypothesis by manipulating the spacing between items in the display
while keeping the number of items c nstant. Other variables included
the type of noise elements (letters or black disks) and the temporal
relationship between target, indicator, and noise. In this experiment,
the target and indicator were presented simultaneously, with the noise
elements appearing 0-300 milliseconds later. Eriksen and Hoffman
19.
expected that with larger spacings, relatively greater reductions
in interference should be obtained at shorter stimulus onset
asynchronies (SOAs). Although the results of the experiment were
not in direct conflict with the focusing in hypothesis, they provided
scant support due to weak effects of the spacing variable. Spacing
was ineffective for disk noise, and only influenced reaction times
with letter noise at the closest spacing. Reaction times asymp-
toted at approximately the same SUA value for all spacings. The
authors related their results to James' conception of a focus,
margin, and fringe of the attentional field, and assumed that analo-
gous distinctions can be made for the visual field. On the basis
of their results, Eriksen and Hoffman suggested that approximately
one degree of visual angle corresponds to the focus of the atten-
tional field. Since this would be the' area of highest information
extraction, noise elements in close proximity to the target could
be processed along with the target to recognition. The noise
elements might either delay the encoding of the target, or lead to
response competition. Noise elements outside the focal area would
receive a grosser level of processing, and therefore probably not
cause interference. If this model is taken to have wide applica-
bility, proximity of relevant and irrelevant stimuli should be the
most important factor in determining the degree of interference.
However, Eriksen and Hoffman to this point did not utilize a con-
20.
trol condition where irrelevant information was absent from the
task, so this inference cannot actually be drawn.
Golegate, Hoffman, and Eriksen (1973) returned to the manip-
ulation of display size in order to determine if its effect could be
eliminated if the indicator preceded the display by sufficiently long
intervals (Golegate, et.al. apparently disregarded the confounding
of spacing and display size and the spacing effects obtained in the
previous study.) Using 8- and 12-letter displays, the time be-
tween indicator and display onset varied between 0 and 250 milli-
seconds. Golegate, et.al
. also tested the effects of replacing the
indicator with a dot in the center of the display circle. The dot
led to reduced reaction times when its appearance preceded display
onset; however, the effect of a leading indicator was greater.
Reaction times decreased as SOAs increased, and asymptoted at approx-
imately the same SOA for both 3- and 12-letter displays. However,
reaction times were less for 8- letter displays by a constant amount
over all SOAs. Golegate, et.al
. maintain that their results imply
a selective attention process which is not completely effective in
excluding nonattended stimuli; rather, some processing of the noise
stimuli must occur.
The manner in which noise elements interfere with performance
was of more direct concern in a further study (Eriksen and Hoffman,
1973). In this experiment, the subject's task was to move a lever
21.
in one direction if either of two other letters appeared. The
purpose of the experiment was to differentiate two possible effects
of the noise letters t competition for perceptual analyzers or
response competition. The principal factors determining the
experimental conditions were; (a) the composition of noise letters
in a display; (b) whether or not the noise letters were members of
the same response set as the target; (c) the spatial location of the
particular types of noise with reference to the target. Times by
which the indicator preceded the display varied between 0 find 250
milliseconds. In three conditions where the composition of noise let-
ters differed, but in which the noise elements adjacent to the
target were always from the opposite response set, nearly equivalent
reaction times were obtained over the ranges of SOAs. Reaction
times were also longest in these conditions. In the conditions where
display composition differed but the target letter was surrounded
by letters from the same response set, reaction times were significant-
ly less than in the above conditions and tended as well to be very
similar to one another over most SOAs. Reaction times in all of
these conditions decreased as SOAs increased. In this experiment,
Eriksen and Hoffman finally included a control condition, where
only the target letter and indicator appeared. Reaction times
decreased considerably over the range of SOAs in this condition as
well. At short SOAs, the fastest reaction times were found in the
22.
control condition; however, at the longest SOAs control condition
reaction times did not substantially differ from those obtained in
the conditions where noise elements adjacent to the target were from
the same response set, Eriksen and Hoffman concluded that two aspects
of the task are related to interference by noise. One is that noise
elements interfere with location of the indicator and processing of
target information; this factor can be modified by increasing the SOA.
The second is that noise elements can elicit competing responses, as
shown by the comparison between opposite- and same-responso-set
noise. According to Eriksen and Hoffman, the subject must deal with
material within one degree of visual angle. Thus, if elements
eliciting competing responses occur within that range, reaction
times will probably be raised even at large SOAs.
Eriksen and Hoffman (1973) reported that reaction times
decreased as SOAs increased even if a target letter alone consti-
tuted the display. This finding may point to some process other than
noise suppression contributing to the decreases in reaction time
obtained with a leading indicator. Before cortcluding that the
effects reflect a kind of "signal enhancement", Eriksen and Hoffman
(197*0 investigated other possible factors. They suggested that if
a masking effect was operating when target and indicator were pre-
sented simultaneously, the effect of a leading indicator could be
due to a forward masking e:Tect. In the control condition, a
23.
black disk presented in the center of the circle replaced the line
indicator. SOAs between 0 and I50 milliseconds were used. The
black line indicator again reduced reaction times if it was pre-
sented before the display, and increasingly so with longer SUAs. A
masking interpretation was not supported, since reaction times with
the dot (which was farther from the target than was the indicator)
and the indicator were equivalent under the simultaneous condition.
Presentation of the dot before the display did not significantly
reduce reaction times, suggesting that the effect was not due to
a warning signal. The authors rule out the possibility that eye
movements are responsible for this pattern of results on the basis
of data obtained in a previous study (Colegate, Hoffman, and Eriksen,
1973). In that study they found that most subjects could maintain
fixation on a central point as instructed, and that failure to main-
tain fixation did not lead to different results. Eriksen and
Hoffman conclude that they have obtained evidence of some form of
signal enhancement which contributes to the reduction in reaction
times as SOAs are increased.
In summary of this group of studies, a number of factors
related to selectivity can be operating in this task. In order to
discuss the task in terms of selectivity, it must be assumed that
the time between indicator and display presentations represents
the degree of opportunity the subject has to behave selectively. A
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portion of the effect of the SOA manipulation appears to be related
to what the subject does with the relevant information. Eriksen
and Hoffman (l 9?4) call this aspect "signal enhancement", but
remain vague with regard to how this might occur. Another factor
is the influence of response competition. Although reaction times
decrease over increasing SOAs regardless of the likelihood of response
competition, they remain elevated at the longest SOAs only when
competing responses are probable. Before stimuli can evoke competing
responses, they must be processed; thus, irrelevant stimuli must be
processed to some extent. A further issue which Eriksen and Hoffman
attempt to address concerns the subject's control of the perceptual
processing of irrelevant stimuli. The manipulation of display sizes,
spacings, and SOAs seems directed at determining the extent to which
subjects can behave selectively by suppressing processing of noise
stimuli.. However, the decreases in reaction time over increasing
SCAs can be accounted for by some process which occurs in the absence
of irrelevant material. The interference which remains at the lon^-
est SOAs can be attributed to an "irreducible" effect of delay by
competing responses. A need for a mechanism' of noise suppression
nay be questionable on the basis of this data; however, Eriksen and
Hoffman (1973) reported one result which suggest there may be value
to the notion. Although reaction times did not differ between the
control condition and the condition where same-response-set noise
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elements were adjacent to the target at the largest SUA values,
reaction times were much shorter in the control condition at the
shorter SOAs. Thus, as the subject is given more time to behave
selectively, greater changes occur in the presence of irrelevant
information than in its absence. This last piece of evidence is
consistent with the notion that the processing of irrelevant mate-
rial can be reduced when the task requires selective performance.
Thus, Eriksen, et.al.'s work suggests that irrelevant stimuli in
close proximity to relevant stimuli are processed to some degree,
but that the subject can act to suppress processing if task demands
are appropriate.
Greenwald (1972) used a different rationale in investi-
gating hypotheses concerning the occurrence of response suppression
and perceptual filtering in selective behavior. The subject
named visually presented digits which could be accompanied by
auditory presentations of a tap, a nonconflicting digit, or a
conflicting digit. Taps were assumed not to affect the subject's
performance or to require selectivity! however, the author did not
substantiate this claim. He reported that in prior studies reac-
tion times were significantly greater with a conflicting digit than
with a tap. In this study, Greenwald attempted to habituate any
response to the auditory distractor and eliminate such a conflict
effect by repeatedly presenting the same conflicting digit. The
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habituation process was then interrupted in several ways, in order
to test for response suppression or perceptual filtering. An ex-
perimental series consisted of a variable number of habituation trials
(between 8 and 14) followed by two critical trials where a change
occurred on the second one. Seventy such series were experienced
by each subject. Heaction times for critical trials only were
analyzed. Ten replications of the general procedure constitued
the experiment, with the differences between them unsystematic
both in design and results.
A number of preliminary tests were carried out. A basic
conflict measure was obtained from the comparison of two types of
trial sequences in which the distractors during the habituation
period and on the first critical trial were taps. Un the second
critical trial a nonconflicting digit was presented in sequence A
and a conflicting digit in sequence B. The difference b2-A2 was
assumed to represent the conflict effect present when the subject
had not had an opportunity to activate selective processes. A
significant conflict effect was obtained in seven replications.
Greenwald also attempted to evaluate the success of habitu-
ating the conflict effect. Although several different kinds of
sequences were used in later tests, only one was used to assess the
adequacy of the habituation procedure. The validity of testing
hypotheses with different trial sequences may therefore be ques-
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tionable. In addition, the procedure for evaluating the efficacy of
habituation was itself rather peculiar. Sequence G was used, in
which a conflicting digit was repeated during habituation trials
and on the first critical trial. The reasoning was that if no
habituation had occurred, then reaction times on trial CI (re-
peated conflicting digit) should exceed those for Al or Bl (re-
peated taps) by the baseline conflict effect (B2-A2). Therefore,
the index of habituation was ((B2-A2)-(C1-Al)), with a value sig-
nificantly greater than zero indicating the occurrence of habituation
A problem with this test is that habituation need not be complete
for a significant result to be obtained. Five replications pro-
duced significant results on the test of habituation. The test for
response suppression and perceptual filtering were therefore carried
out on half of the original replications.
One test of response suppression was the comparison of the
second critical trials of sequences G and D. Both sequences in-
volved the repetition of a particular conflicting digit, and then a
change to a new conflicting digit on critical trial two. On trial
D2 the correct response was the same digit which had been the dis-
tractor during the habituation trials, while for trial C2 it was
another digit. The reasoning was that if the subject had become
selective by suppressing a response to the distractor stimulus,
then reaction times for trial 1)2 should be greater than those for
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trial C2. Greenwald did not specify what response he was referring
to, but implicitly seemed to regard the naming response itself as
that which was suppressed. Trial D2 reaction times were signifi-
cantly greater than trial G2 reaction times in four of the five
replications. Another test of response suppression did not pro-
duce significant results, and will not be detailed here. In this
case Greenwald concluded that the assumptions used to generate the
test might have been in error. No reason for such an error is
given, however, so the result may also represent a lack of support
for the hypothesis.
With regard to perceptual filtering, Greenwald attempted to
test the hypothesis that the habituation procedure leads to a reduc-
tion in the perceptual analysis of irrelevant material. The primary
comparison was between conflict measures after repetition of con-
flicting digits and after repetition of taps, where a conflict meas-
ure refers to the difference betv:een reaction times with conflicting
and nonconflicting digit? on critical trial two. In three of the
five replications, the conflict measure was significantly less when
digits were presented during the habituation series. In addition,
reaction times increased when change to a nonconflicting digit
followed the repeated presentation of taps, but remained stable if
a conflicting digit had been the distractor during the habituation
series.
.
Both results were interpreted as evidence that repeated
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distractors led to decreased perceptual analysis of distracting
material. The author's general conclusion is that both perceptual
filtering and response suppression processes can occur within the
same task. Greenwald suggests that the coexistence is such that
the content of a distractor channel is fully analyzed only for the
first few trials of each habituation series. Then, suppression
of responses to the anticipated content of the distractor channel
is initiated, and perceptual analysis of the distractor is reduced.
In this study, Greenwald obtained results which bear on the
processes he was interested in elucidating; however, the nature of
his tests make interpretations difficult. Although one of Greenwald'
s
tests for response suppression did not produce significant results,
the findings of the other suggest some kind of response suppression.
There is also no strong data leading to the interpretation that
repetition of the conflicting digit distractor reduces the perceptual
analysis of the distractors. The results used to substantiate this
interrretation do appear to differentiate the behavior of subjects
who have had some need to develop a selective strategy from that of
subjects who have not needed to be selective in order to perform their
task efficiently. Perhaps this is a first step toward the inter-
pretation made by Greenwald, but the entire conclusion seems ueakly
justified. In Greenwald's task, it is difficult to separate other
kinds of effects from those which might result from response competi-
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tion, since the nature of the relationship between relevant and ir-
relevant stimuli is clearly one involving a great deal of response
conflict. It appears unwise to simultaneously assess effects
related to response suppression and perceptual filtering, and would
he better to measure the latter in a situation where response compe-
tition would be improbable.
Other problems in interpreting Greenwald «s data were noted
during the discussion of his procedure; namely, the confusion of
support for assumptions with support for hypotheses and his weak
test of habituation. With regard to the latter, it might have been
more informative to analyze series of habituation trials in order
to determine if habituation was occurring. Greenwald also apparently
assumes that it is the naming response to the conflicting digit
which habituates. While this may be so, something akin to an
orienting reaction (Sokolov, I963) to the distractor could also be
undergoing habituation. Although strictly speaking an orientin re-
action constitutes a response complex, habituation of the OH could
be related to the idea that perceptual analysis of abstractors is
reduced during a series of trials. Assumptions about what is
habituating are difficult to make, but the point again is that a
more adequate test of suppression of perceptual processing can be
made in a situation where response suppression is not critical.
In summary, the data of Eriksen, et.al. and of Greenwald
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imply that irrelevant stimuli are processed to some degree, since
both claim to have found evidence of response competition. Even
when task conditions are optimal (after considerable practice or
with large SCAs), the effects of response competition remain,
-both
sets of data also suggest that the subject may reduce perceptual anal-
ysis of irrelevant stimuli (again, with practice or with large SOAs).
Nevertheless, the flaws in Greenwald's procedure and the tenuous
nature of Eriksen and Hoffman's (1973) result suggest that further
investigation of the question of the processing of irrelevant in-
formation is necessary.
HOW SPECIFIC IS THE LEARNING OF iRhfiLEVANT STIMULI?
Only one study is directly relevant to this question*
Rabbitt (19^7 ) required subjects to rapidly sort decks of cards into
two piles according to which of two target letters was embedded
somewhere in a display of nine letters. Two different decks were
used # Within each deck, the same eight irrelevant letters appeared
in varying order on each card, but different irrelevant letters were
used in different decks# The subject sorted one of the decks 1, 3»
6, 9, or 12 times, and then sorted the other deck. Sorting times of
course decreased as a particular deck was sorted for a greater num-
ber of practice trials. However, sorting times on the new deck were
significantly longer than on the terminal practice trial, and did
not differ from times obtained on the first practice trial. Although
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facility for the task developed, subjects completely lost their
gains in time when they had to perform the same task in the present
of new but not outstandingly dissimilar irrelevant information. If
subjects do learn something during the course of a task which en-
ables them to better deal with irrelevant information, the results
of this study point out that the learning may be very specific.
It may apply to particular irrelevant stimuli, for example, or to
particular ways subjects develop to discriminate between specific
relevant and irrelevant cues.
Greenwald (19?2) attempted to induce selectivity by pro-
moting habituation through the repetition of distractor items.
Habituation might also serve as a natural mechanism for improvement
in selectivity. Sokolov (1963) suggests that a novel stimulus eli-
cits an orienting reaction (OR), which temporarily inhibits other
ongoing information processing. Sokolov describes the UH in terms
of physiological and behavioral responses which are summarized by
Lynn (I967). The physiological concomitants of the OH are not of
primary concern here; it is essentially conceptualized as an intial
component of the subject's attentional response to a novel stimulus.
Given that an OR is elicited, the stimulus is assumed to be availa-
ble for further processing. If the stimulus is irrelevant (a "non-
signal" stimulus), and is presented repeatedly, a "mental model"
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of it is formed. On subsequent presentations, low level processing
of the stimulus is compared with the mental model. If the two
coin cide, the OR is inhibited. Habituation of the OH could be
responsible for reductions in an irrelevancy effect with practice.
Alternative explanations of changes in irrelevancy effects
could be suggested. Practice in making the relevant discrimination
may be sufficient to prevent irrelevancy effects. Another possi-
bility is that the individual learns to focus on the relevant cues.
Like the habituation hypothesis, this notion suggests that experi-
ence with the irrelevant stimuli is necessary for improvement. Un-
like the habituation hypothesis, however, it does not require that
improvement be limited to specific irrelevant stimuli.
This study was designed to assess changes in irrelevancy
effects with practice, and to evaluate the alternative explanations
for these changes. An interference paradigm was used, in the form
of a discrete-trial speeded classification task. Each of two values
of the relevant dimension corresponded to one of two response but-
tons. The subject was required to depress the appropriate button
as rapidly as possible, with reaction time the dependent measure.
The experiment was composed of two parts, the training and transfer
phases. In training, subjects in Condition Irrelevant performed
the task without irrelevant information; subjects in Conditions
Dimensions and Values experienced irrelevant information on half
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the trials. After considerable practice, transfer began with the
introduction of novel irrelevant stimuli. The prediction according
to the habituation hypothesis was that irrelevancy effects associ-
ated with the novel stimuli would be found and then gradually be
reduced, although perhaps more quickly than in the first practice
period. If practice without irrelevant stimuli was sufficient to
eliminate the irrelevancy effect, or if the subject learned to
"focus" on the relevant stimuli, the novel stimuli were not ex-
pected to disrupt performance.
Habituation of the OR to irrelevant stimuli can also be
considered in the light of parametric characteristics which
Thompson and Spencer (196?) advanced as an operational definition
of habituation. It is important to note that the procedure for
testing habituation used by Thompson and Spencer differs somewhat
from the procedure used by most child psychologists (cf. Cohen and
Gelber, 1975), After introducing a novel stimulus, Thompson and
Spencer were concerned with responses to subsequent repetitions of
the original stimulus, not with responses to the novel stimulus.
Because in this experiment the training phase irrelevant cues were
also presented in the transfer phase, the following characteristics
described by Thompson and Spencer suggest some specific predictions,
I. If a particular stimulus elicits a response, repeated
applications of the stimulus result in decreased responding as a
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negative exponential functi on of stimulus presentation.. . This
characteristic suggests the essential prediction for the training
Phase. If an OR is initially elicited by irrelevant stimuli, then
an irrelevancy effect is expected. Habituation of the OR is expec-
ted to result in a decreasing irrelevancy effect, with the greatest
change occurring relatively early in training.
11
'
Cementati on of another stimulus results in th e r^wpr
y
of the habituated response, called dishabituation
. The introduction
of novel irrelevant stimuli is expected to lead to dishabituation
of the OR to the training phase irrelevant stimuli, and thus to a
recurring irrelevancy effect.
111
•
Repeated applications of the dishabituatory stimulus
result in "habituation of dishabituation"
. According to Thompson
and Spencer, dishabituation is more a sensitization than a literal
disruption of the original habituation process. With continued
presentation of the novel Irrelevant cues, the OR to the training
phase stimuli decline rapidly. Therefore, the reinstituted irrele-
vancy effect to the training phase irrelevant cues should be quite
ephemeral. The OR to the novel irrelevant cues, on the other hand,
must habituate for the first time; the irrelevancy effect in this
case should be more pronounced.
IV. Habituation of a response to a given stimulus ex-
hibits generalization to other stimuli. This characteristic re-
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fleets the specificity question raised earlier. In order to test
this question, subjects in Condition Values were exposed to novel
values of the training
- phase irrelevant attributes, while subjects
in Condition Dimensions were shown values of entirely different
irrelevant attributes. The habituation notion implies that the
more similar the novel irrelevant stimuli are to the training phase
irrelevant cues, the less probable is dishabituation of the OR to
the training phase cues and elicitation of the OR to the novel cues
Thus, the recurrence of the irrelevancy effect is expected to be
less likely in Condition Values than in Condition Dimensions.
The habituation hypothesis is useful as a framework from
which to generate predictions, as seen above. It may be service-
able as well in terms of its applicability to a developmental
approach. Lynn (196?) reports data which suggests that young chil-
dren habituate more slowly than do adults; however, the data are
very limited, as only one study using a small number of subjects is
cited. In the few developmental studies using visual stimuli in an
interference paradigm (Strutt, Anderson, and Well, 1975; Comalli,
V/apner, and Werner, 1962 J Schiller, 1966), younger children per-
formed more poorly in a speeded task in the presence of irrelevant
information than did adults. Strutt, et.al . employed a card sortin
procedure where different numbers of irrelevant dimensions varied
between decks. Sorting times were more severely affected by the
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addition of irrelevant information the younger the child. The
studies done by Comalli, et.al
. and Schiller used the Stroop para-
digm described earlier, and found interference effects which were
greatest at young ages and declined through adulthood (with the
exception that in the Schiller study children too young to possess
rapid reading skills were used, and a minimal interference effect
was obtained for the youngest group of subjects.) In all three
studies, competing responses could have contributed in a major way
to obt-ined irrelevancy effects. It is difficult to determine,
therefore, if the habituation process outlined above might be oper-
ating in these studies. Evidence of reduction in irrelevancy effects
with practice has been found in children (Anderson and V/eil, unpub-
lished), so the question is an interesting one. If evidence for the
hypothesized process is found in adults, it can then be meaningful
to inquire as to the nature of differences which may exist between
the course of the process for adults and children.
Method
Subjects
Forty-eight college students from the University of
Massachusetts, seventeen males and thirty- one females, served as
subjects. The subjects were divided into three groups with approxi-
mately equivalent male/female ration. Twelve additional subjects were
tested, but their data were lost due to equipment problems. All
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subjects received experimental credit for their participation.
Apparatus
Stimuli were constructed from Ghartpak graphic materials,
and then photographed to produce slides. The following stimulus
attributes wore used, (l) the size of a small circle presented at
the center of each slide (two values; manufacturer's numbers
RDC49 and RDPE244); (2) the shape of a form encompassing the circle
(four values; star, square, hexagon, cross); (3) the pattern of a
background (four values; manufacturer's numbers FT026, FTO30, FT109,
FT103 of pattern films); (4) the orientation of a line which crossed
the slide sufficiently off center so as not to obscure the circle (four
values; horizontal, vertical, left up, right up); (5) the color of
the background (four values; red, green, yellow, blue), because
colors were not expected to photograph well, Ghartpak transparent
color tapes were applied directly to slides. Slides on which" color
stimuli were not used were photographed using a gray background,
so that contrast effects between the black stimuli and the color
and noncolor backgrounds would not be radically different.
Thirty-four different slides constituted the stimulus set.
Attribute (l) was relevant for all subjects; one of its two values
was represented on all slides. T1/0 slides contained relevant cues
only. When irrelevant information appeared, attributes (2) and (3)
always occurred together, as did attributes (4) and (5). The first
two and last two values listed for each attribute also varied to-
gether. Given these pairings, thirty-two slides were needed to
construct all combinations of irrelevant and relevant information.
Stimuli were projected onto the wall which the subject
faced. Operation of the random access slide projector and present
tion of the slides were controlled by a Hewlett Packard 2100a
computer. The same computer recorded the subject's response and
reaction time (HT).
Procedure
After being seated in the experimental room facing a re-
sponse panel on which there were two buttons, one labeled "LARGE"
and the other "SMALL", all subjects were given the following in-
struct i ons t
In this experiment, you will be shown a number
of slides. There will be a circle at the center of
all slides. Your task will be to press the button
marked "LARGE" as quickly as you can if you see a
large circle, like this one (show example), and to
press the button marked "SMALL" if you see a small
circle, like this one (show example). In this
study, we want to find out how well people can
ignore things which are irrelevant to their task.
Sometimes other things will appear on the slides
along with one of the circles; do your best not
to let them interfere. It is also important not
to make errors; try to respond as accurately and
as rapidly as you can. You will have frequent
breaks, and I will coi.;e in to tell you how you're
doing.
The procedure for administering a trial was as follows
i
a stimulus slide was presented, and remained in view for 350
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milliseconds. An interval of four seconds separated the subject's
response from the presentation of the next stimulus. Subjects
performed in each block until forty-eight correct rials were ob-
tained. A short rest period followed each block, during which the
experimenter provided feedback on errors and average reaction time.
Because the change in irrelevant stimuli occurred in the middle of
a block, data were compiled in twenty- four-trial blocks.' (Unless
otherwise noted, "blocks" always refers to "twenty- four-trial blocks".)
All subjects experienced thirteen blocks of training trials.
Following the change in irrelevant stimuli, nine blocks of transfer
trials were administered.
The experiment included three conditions. Subjects in
Condition Irrelevant saw no irrelevant information during training.
In Conditions Dimensions and Values, no irrelevant information was
presented on half the trials (No Trial Irrelevancy); two binary-
valued irrelevant attributes accompanied the relevant stimulus on
the other half (Old Trial Irrelevancy). In all conditions, the
introduction of novel irrelevant cues marked the beginning of trans-
fer. In Condition Irrelevant, the novel irrelevant stimuli were of
course the first irrelevant stimuli to be presented. For Condition
Dimensions, the novel cues came from two binary-valued attributes
different from those presented in training, while in Condition
Values they were new values of the same attributes seen in training.
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The novel stimuli appeared on one-third of the transfer trials.
The remaining trials constituted, in each condition, a duplica-
tion of the training phase. (See Table I.) Therefore, three types
of trial irrelevancy (Tl) are possible I no trial irrelevancy,
old trial irrelevancy, and new trial irrelevancy. The No TI trials
of Condition Irrelevant were arbitrarily and randomly divided into
two groups, so that analyses across conditions of this trial
irrelevancy could be based on the same number of trials.
In order to make fine-grained analyses possible, the se-
quence of trials for the first block of transfer was carefully con-
trolled. The order for the first six trials wasi (l) New TI,
(2) Old TI, (3) No TI, (4) New TI, (5) No TI, (6) Old TI for half
of the subjects and (l) New TI, (2) No TI, (3) Old TI, (4) New TI,
(5) Old TI, (6) No TI for the other half. Each remaining segment
of six trials in the first block contained an equal number of each
type of trial irrelevancy. (Where training irrelevant cues are in-
dicated, subjects in Condition Irrelevant saw no irrelevant cues.)
Following the first block, the sequencing of the three types of
trial irrelevancy was determined randomly, with the restriction that
an equal number of each type of irrelevancy occurred in each block.
Given the constraints described earlier with respect to
pairing particular values and particular attributes when varying
irrelevant cues, all possible combinations of attributes and values
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of attributes were used in each condition.
Results
Only trials on which correct responses were made were in-
cluded in RT analyses. Within each block, average RTs were com-
puted for each type of trial irrelevancy, and were the basic unit
of analysis. Essential tests of the hypotheses were principally
planned comparisons; however, analyses of variance on both the
training and transfer phases were performed. Condition,. Trial
Irrelevancy, and Blocks were the major independent variables in
these analyses; the set of Irrelevant Attributes that a subject
saw and the Values within those attributes were included as well.
Results from the analysis of variance are only reported in the
body of the paper if they bear on the major hypotheses in some way.
Reports of irrelevancy effects will be clarified if it is recalled
that in both training and transfer No TI refers to trials with
relevant stimuli only, Old TI refers to trials with training phase
irrelevant cues, and in transfer New TI refers to trials where
novel irrelevant cues are presented.
I. IS THERE AN INITIAL IRRELEVANCY EFFECT WHICH CHANGES uITH
PRACTICE?
The analysis of variance cn the training phase data from
Conditions Dimensions and Values revealed a significant main effect
of Trial Irrelevancy (F(l, 30)=l6.75; p<.00l). Faster RTs for No TI
trials than for Old TI trials indicate an overall irrelevancy effect.
A significant Trial Irrelevancy x Blocks interaction was also ob-
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tained (F(l2,360)=3.44;p<.00l). The interaction was further In-
vestigated by repeating the analysis, treating the first six blocks
and the last six blocks separately. Analysis of the first six
blocks revealed the same effects found in the overall analysis.
When only the last six blocks were considered, the effect of
Trial Irrelevancy was still significant (F(l,30)=7.95;p^.01 ), but
the Trial Irrelevancy x Blocks interaction was eliminated (F<L).
(The same pattern of results was found when the final ten blocks
were analyzed.) In addition, the difference between Old TI and No
TI was significant during the first block of training (F( 1 , 31 )=13«52
;
EW<.002), but not during the last block (F(l,3l)=1.01;£W>.20).
Performance on both types of trial irrelevancy across blocks is
shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 3a. Mean RTs for No TI and Old TI from
all these analyses appear in Table 2(a).
The analysis for effects of particular irrelevant attributes
produced a significant Trial Irrelevancy x Irrelevant Attributes
interaction (F(l ,28)=7.5^-;p<.025). The surrounding form and
pattern background led to a significant difference between No TI
and Old TI (F(l , 15)=31 .82 ; E1K.005) . A significant irrelevancy
effect was not found for line orientation and background color
(F(l,15)=?.l?}EW>.20). Mean RTs are presented in Table 2(b). In
order to determine if line orientation and background color evoked
an initial irrelevancy effect, the difference between the types of
trial irrelevancy was evaluated for the first block of training.
Although, as for the overall comparison, the trend was in the
predicted direction, it failed to reach significance (F(l,15)=
3.11|EWM0),
A final comparison involved all three conditions, because
No TI and Old TI trials were randomly mixed together within a
block, it was possible that the presence of irrelevant information
on half the trials might cause elevated RTs, making the difference
between No TI and Old TI a conservative measure of the irrelevancy
effect. If this was the case, it should be reflected in faster RTs
for Condition Irrelevant than for No TI trials in Conditions Dimen-
sions and Values* A significant difference was obtained from this
comparison (F(2,45)=24.43;p^.00l), but in the opposite direction.
As shown in Table 2(c), the average HT to No TI trials in Condi-
tions Dimensions and Values was approximately 27 milliseconds
faster than for Condition Irrelevant.
II, HOW IS THE IRRELEVANT IMFOKKATloN PROCESSED?
Analysis of transfer phase data, and comparisons between
training and transfer are relevant to this question. It should be
noted that since there were three types of trial irrelevancy in the
transfer phase, each RT score for a block was based on eight trials,
instead of twelve trials as in training. In order to insure that
effects were not a result of this difference, average RTs were also
computed on successive groups of twelve trials of a particular type
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of trial irrelevancy. In any case where transfer trials were compared
with training trials, comparisons were made using each set of scores.
Results based on the average of eight trials are reported here, but
the same results were obtained when twelve trials were averaged.
Mean KTs for all effects reported in Sections II and ill are pre-
sented in Table 3«
A, Does practice with relevant information alone prevent the occur-
rence of an irrelevancy effect?
Pertinent to this question are comparisons between New TI
trials and No TI trials in Condition Irrelevant, The com^irison
over all of transfer showed that RTs were significantly slower when
the new irrelevant information was present than when it was not
(F(l,15)=?4.77jEW<.0l). The difference was significant during the
first block of transfer as well (F(l t 15)^l*4|BKt02.)t The compari-
son was also done on the average RTs of the first three blocks of
transfer, since that was expected to Le a more stable estimate of
the initial irrelevancy effect. Again, RTs were slower for New TI
trials (P(l, 15 )=7? # 85 1 EW<t 02). Finally, during the last block of
the experiment, the difference between the types of trial irrelevancy
was nonsignificant (F ( 1 , 15)=6 .52 j EW>.20 ) . Practice with relevant
information only is clearly not sufficient to prevent the occurrence
of an irrelevancy effect,
B. Does experience with relevant and irrelevant cues prevent the
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occurrence of an irrelevancy effect with other irrelevant cues?
The analysis of variance on the transfer phase data of
Conditions Dimensions and Values produced a significant main ef-
fect of Trial Irrelevancy (F(2,90M?.l4fp«.00l). RTs were sig-
nificantly elevated when novel irrelevant information was present
(F(l,3l)=l8.8Mtf<.0l). Now TI trials were also significantly
greater than No TI trials during the first block of transfer (F(l,3l)
=20.69;EW<.02) and for the average of the first three blocks of
transfer (F(l,3l)=22.03jEW<.02). The irrelevancy effect during the
last block of training and the irrelevancy effect during the first
block of transfer were compared as well. For this contrast, differ-
ence scores were obtained for each subject by subtracting the average
RT to No TI trials from the average RT to trials with irrelevant
information (Old TI for training, Now TI for transfer). Comparison
of the difference scores showed that the initial irrelevancy effect
associated with novel irrelevant stimuli was greater than the ir-
relevancy effect at the end of transfer (F(l,3l)=15.88jElK,005).
The effects of the novel irrelevant stimuli on Conditions
Dimensions and Values were then contrasted with their effects on
Condition Irrelevant. The overall difference between New TI trials
and No TI trials was significantly greater for Condition Irrelevant
thnn it was for the average of Conditions Dimensions and Values
(F(l,^5)=20.66jEW<.0l). This result was principally due to a sig-
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nificant difference in the irrelevancy effect between Condition
Irrelevant and Condition Values (F(l l 30)=113.68,EW<.0l), the
difference between Condition Irrelevant and Condition Dimensions
was nonsignificant (F(l, 30>4.22 |fitf*20). In addition, RTs on
No TI trials were significantly greater in Condition Irrelevant
than in Condition Dimensions (F(l, 15M7.22|HK05) or in Condi-
tion Values (P(l,15)«96.89|Etf<05). The pattern of results was
the same early in transfer, where the same comparisons were made
using the average RTs of the first three transfer blocks. Thus,
irrelevancy effects occur regardless of whether subjects have
experienced irrelevant cues during training.
C. Does the J ntroduction of novel irrelevant cues lead to a
recurring irrelevancy effect with training phase irrelevant cues?
With the exception of comparisons with Condition Irrelevant,
the contrasts described in Section IIB were repeated, with trans-
fer Trial Irrelevancy Old TI used instead of Trial irrelevancy Hew
TI. Although there was a trend toward an overall irrelevancy effect
of the training phase cues, this difference was not significant
(P( 1 1 31 )=3 • 98 ; EW?5 10 ) , nor was the difference between Old TI and
No TI trials during the first block of transfer (f(1,31)=3.92 ;EU>.10).
The comparison between the difference scores in the last block of
training and the first block of transfer was also nonsignificant
(F(l,3l)=i.86;EW>520). The average RTs for the first three blocks
of transfer, however, were significantly slower on Old TI trials
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than on No TI trials (F(l
, 31 )=6. l6j EW<, 10)
,
although the mean
difference between the trial types was less than that for the
first block scores. There is thus some evidence for an irrelevancy
effect of training phase cues early in transfer, although apparently
weaker evidence than for the effect of the novel irrelevant cues.
RTs are, incidentally, slower overall for New TI trials than for
Old TI trials (P(l,3l)=l8.B^jEW<.0.03).
D. What is the effect of practice on the transfer phase ia-relevancy
effects?
Analyses of variance of the transfer phase RT data yielded
significant Trial Irrelevancy x Blocks interactions, for Condition
Irrelevant alone (F(8,120)=7.92|p*.00l) and for Conditions Dimen-
sions and Values (F(l6,480)=3.69|P*.00l), (Condition Irrelevant was
analyzed separately because Old TI irrelevancy was not meaningful for
this condition.) The first four blocks and the last four blocks were
separately analyzed in similar fashion • For the first four blocks,
the effects were the same as those reported for the overall analysis.
When only the last four blocks were considered, a significant Trial
Irrelevancy effect was found in the analysis on Condition Irrelevant
(F(1 # 15)s2'8»95JP^»001)| ijLlt not wnen analysis was done on Con-
ditions Dimensions and Values {?{?.
,
60)=2
.
56;p** 10) . The Trial
Irrelevancy x Blocks interaction was absent from both analyses (F<l).
Data has already been given demonstrating the presence of irrelevancy
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effects early in the transfer phase. During the last block of
transfer, there is interference neither from the novel irrelevant
cues (F(1,47)=3.01;EW^.10) nor from the training phase irrelevant
cues (F<L). Performance across blocks is presented in Fig. 1-3 (b).
HI. HOW SPECIFIC 15 THE LEAHNIHG uF IhhEIEVAHT CUES?
All effects of introducing novel irrelevant cues reported
thus far are for Conditions Dimensions and Values combined. The
specificity question deals with differences in irrelevancy effects
between these conditions. Subjects in Condition Dimensions, it
will be remembered, were shown novel irrelevant stimuli from
different stimulus dimensions, while subjects in Condition Values
experienced novel values of the same dimensions that were pre-
sented during the training phase.
Irrelevancy effects from the novel stimuli will be considered
first. The overall difference between Now TI trials and Ho TI trials
was significant in Condition Dimensions (F(l , 15)=15.46;EW<.05), but
not in Condition Values (F(l,15)=i,15;2W>.20). The two conditions
also differed significantly from one another with respect to this
comparison (F(l
,
30)=9«71 ;EW<.05). The same comparisons were made
on the average RT of the first three blocks, and produced the same
pattern of results. Contrasts on the difference scores between the
last block of training and the first block of transfer yielded a
significant difference for Condition Dimensions (F(l|15)=l^t99^EW<
.05), but not for Condition Values (F(l, 15)=3.86|EW>.20) ; however,
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the difference between Conditions Dimensions and Values just failed
to reach significance (p(l, 30)-6.8fW>.10). Finally, irrelevancy ef-
fects were measured during the first and last blocks of transfer.
In accord with the pattern of results observed thus far, there was
a significant irrelevancy effect in the first block for Condition
Dimensions (F(l,15)=l?.03;,JlK.02), but the trend found in Condition
Values was not significant (F(l, 15)=8.78jEW>. 10) . In the last block
of the transfer phase, there was no evidence of an irrelevancy effect
in either condition (Condition Dimensions! F(l, 15)=1.23; Condition
Values: F<1).
The same comparisons were done to evaluate the effects of
the training phase irrelevant cues. The overall contrast of Old TI
and No TI trials revealed a nonsignificant trend toward an irrelevancy
effect in Condition Dimensions (F(l , 15)=?.82 ; tfw>. 10) and no evidence
of an irrelevancy effect in Condition Values (F<l). The two condi-
tions did differ from each other with respect to this comparison,
however (P(l,30)=11.2|BW<,05). When the same comparisons were made
on the average RT from the first three blocks of transfer, a signifi-
cant irrelevancy effect was found for Condition Dimension (F(l,15)=
12.07|EW<.10), but not for Condition Values (F*l). Nevertheless, the
effect in Condition Dimensions did not differ significantly from the
effect in Condition Values (F(l,30)=5.17}EW?'.10), Contrasts of the
irrelevancy effects between the last block of training and the first
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block of transfer, and assessment of irrelevancy effects in the
first and last blocks of transfer produced nonsignificant results.
Miscellaneous results
Information obtained from additional planned comparisons
has less specific bearing on the questions raised in this paper.
These contrasts contribute to a more general picture of the results,
however, so they are briefly reported here. Performance on No TI
and on Old TI were compared between training and transfer. HTs were
longer overall in training than in transfer, both for No Tx trials
(F(l,47)=13.68;2lK.005) and for Old TI trials (P(l,3l)=19.45iEW<.005).
This difference is not surprising, since RTs generally decreased with
practice, as reflected by the significant Blocks effect during
training (F(8,360)=2?.?9;p^.00l) and transfer (P(l2
,
540)=33. 51 ;p<.001 )
.
The same type of comparisons were also made between the last block
of training and the first block of transfer. RTs were longer during
the first block of transfer for Ho TI trials (F(l,4?)=37.6e: ;EW<.005)
and for Old TI trials (F(l, 3l)s23.21 jEW<.005). Thus, the intro-
duction of the novel cues not only increased the size of the irrele-
vancy effects were introduced both for line orientation and tack-
ground color (F(i,23) sslltl9iBW<02) and surrounding form and pattern
background (F(l , 23 )=36 • 91 l&lA 005 ) , the effect was slightly stronger
(F(l, 46)=5. 81 ;EW<.10) when the latter set of attributes constituted
the novel stimuli.
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Error Data
The overall error rate was very low (l«7Jf) f restricting
analysis of error data, (Error rates are presented in Table 4.)
The only data considered in more detail were errors during the
first block of the transfer phase, where the error rate was 3.0?o.
The number of subjects making more errors on New TI trials than
on No TI trials was significantly greater than chance ftir Condi-
tion Irrelevant (p=.02?8 by Sign Test), but not for Condition
Dimensions or Condition Values.
Discussion
It IS THERE AN INITIAL IRRELEVANCY EFFECT WHICH CHANGES WITH
PRACTICE?
Although an overall irrelevancy effect was found during
training, comparisons show that the effect was strongest initially
and virtually disappeared by the last block of training. The Trial
Irrelevancy x Blocks interaction found in the first half of the
training blocks but not in the last half suggests that the major
reduction in the irrelevancy effect occurred early in the experi-
ment. Strong evidence of an irrelevancy effect was found only for
the irrelevant attributes of form and background pattern; only a
trend was indicated when color and line orientation were irrele-
vant. It is unlikely that this difference could be plausibly
accounted for using Garner's (197*0 concept of integral and separable
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stimuli. Not only is there no a priori reason for classifying one
set of attributes as more integral to the relevant stimulus than
the other, but there is also a change in the irrelevancy effects
with practice that does not fit into Garner's notion. An idea
akin to Eriksen and Hoffman's (l9?2a) discussion of spatial in-
terference might be more relevant. The form, for example, com-
pletely surrounds the relevant stimulus, making it more likely for
attention to be drawn to the irrelevant cue.
An additional finding which should be noted is that RTs were
considerably longer in Condition Irrelevant than for No TI trials in
Conditions Dimensions and Values. Several interpretations are
possible. First, subjects seeing irrelevant information on half the
trials may develop a different set or employ a more active strategy
for evaluating the relevant information, making them more alert over-
all. Alternatively, simply bein % exposed to more diverse stimuli
may make subjects in Conditions Dimensions and Values less bored.
Finally, there is the possibility of a bias; the subjects in Con-
dition Irrelevant may happen to be slower individuals. Their RTs
did tend to be slower during the transfer phase as well; however,
their lack of experience with irrelevant information during train-
ing may be related to this difference • Although the cause of the
result cannot be resolved, it does suggest caution in interpreting
differences between Condition Irrelevant and the other two condi-
tions.
5*.
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HOW IS THE IRRELEVANT INFORMATION PROCESSED?
One proposed explanation for the reduction of irrelevancy
effects with practice was that subjects may need experience in
discriminating the relevant values in order to deal effectively
with irrelevant information. Absolutely no evidence for this
hypothesis was found, since very robust irrelevancy effects were
found following the introduction of irrelevant cues in Condition
Irrelevant. In addition, during the first transfer block wore
subjects erred when the novel stimuli were present than when they
were not.
Given that experience with irrelevant information was
necessary, would practice with irrelevant cues prevent the oc-
currence of irrelevancy effects with new irrelevant stimuli?
The analysis of Conditions Dimensions and Values combined indicate
the answer is no. Robust interference effects due to the novel
irrelevant cues were found, particularly at the beginning of the
transfer phase. Irrelevancy effects were significantly greater in
Condition Irrelevant than in these two conditions combined, but
only because of a difference between Condition Irrelevant and
Condition Values. The irrelevancy effects observed in Conditions
Irrelevant and Dimensions were quite comparable, suggesting that
for Condition Dimensions subjects, experience with irrelevant
stimlui during training had no effect on the irrelevancy effect
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caused by novel stimuli during transfer,
A further prediction of the habituation hypothesis was that
there should be a dishabituating effect on training phase irrelevant
stimuli, causing a recurring irrelevancy effect for these cues.
Because of the nature of habituation, the effect was expected to be
small. No overall irrelevancy effect was obtained, nor was one found
for the first block of transfer. The lack of the latter' effect may
have resulted from considerable variability observed durin : the first
block. When a more stable measure, the average RT from the first
three blocks of transfer, was used, an irrelevancy effect was ob-
tained. On the whole, these results conform to predictions based on
the habituation hypothesis. Some evidence of a recurring irrele-
vancy effect was found; as expected, the effect was weaker than for
the novel stimulus.
The course of the irrelevancy effect with practice was also
examined. A pattern of Trial Irrelevancy main effects and Trial
Irrelevancy x Blocks interactions similar to that found in the
training phase was observed. Once again, initial irrelevancy effects
decreased, with the greater portion of the reduction occurring in the
first half of transfer. Irrelevancy effects were more durable in
Condition Irrelevant, but showed the same pattern of reduction.
The comparable pattern of results observed in training and transfer
suggests subjects learn to ignore irrelevant information in a similar
manner in both coses.
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Consideration of Condition Dimensions and Condition Values
separately, and the comparison of irrelevancy effects between the
two conditions, suggests that learning to ignore irrelevant cues has
at least some generality. With respect to both novel irrelevant
cues and training irrelevant cue,, results for Condition Dimen-
sions alone were in accord with the results of the two conditions
combined. On the other hand, the same comparisons performed on
Condition Values RTs revealed no significant effects. Thus, subjects
are able to tolerate a change to new values of the same irrelevant
attributes, while performance is disrupted if the attributes are
novel. Although the habituation hypothesis does not require that
this result occur, it does predict it. Since habituation can under-
go generalization to similar stimuli, dishabituation or a new OR is
less likely when only the values of the attributes change.
A few miscellaneous results were not directly predicted by
the habituation hypothesis, but neither do they contradict it. For
example, RTs increased at the beginning of transfer even when no
irrelevant information was present. One possible explanation for
this finding is that if subjects are experiencing interference from
the novel stimuli, they may intentionally or unintentionally slow
down a bit on all trials* Another peripheral result is the stronger
irrelevancy effect found for line orientation and background color
>
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than for surrounding form and pattern background. This effect is
not surprising, since the former was also more potent during
training.
In general, then, the results are as predicted from the
habituation hypothesis. Nevertheless, it is doubtful that the
present study provides a strong test of this hypothesis. The re-
sults clearly indicate that changes in irrelevancy effects cannot
be accounted for solely by the subject's becoming efficient at
making the relevant discrimination, but that they are related to
changes in how irrelevant information is processed. Although the
habituation notion is consistent with the findings, it is entirely
pos.ible that an alternative explanation could account for the
results. Such an alternative clearly must address changes in
irrelevancy effects with practice, une possibility is that rather
than habituating to the presence of the irrelevant stimuli, the
subject learns the most efficient way to separate relevant from
irrelevant stimuli. As the subject becomes facile at making the
distinction, the irrelevancy effect is reduced. This separation
hypothesis shares other predictions with the habituation hypothesis.
Introduction of novel irrelevant cu.'S would be expected to disrupt
performance, since the subject woulu have to learn new ways of
distinguishing these stimuli from the relevant information, it
would also predict that introducing new values of the same attrib-
utes, because strategies for separating relevant and irrelevant
cues could remain much the same in the former case. The only
result from this experiment that the separation hypothesis does
not directly predict is the recurrence of the irrelevancy effect
to training phase cues. The evidence for this effect is not
strong paradoxically, however, the habituation hypothesis re-
quires that it be a weak effect.
Un the basis of the present study, neither hypothesis is
more compelling than the other. A critical test of the two
notions should involve more than one experiment, planned so that
the results can converge on one explanation. One experiment could
involve changing the relevant stimuli after a practice period. Ho
interference would be predicted from the habituation hypothesis.
According to the separation hypothesis, however, new means of dis-
tinguishing relevant from irrelevant would have to be learned.
Thus, an irrelevancy effect should be found, and should be similar
in magnitude to a change in the irrelevant stimuli. In a second
experiment, subjects could be exposed to irrelevant stimuli prior
to participation in a classification task. According to the
habituation hypothesis, familiarization would allow habituation to
irrelevant cues to occur before classification performance was re-
quired. Thus, the initial irrelevancy effect would be expected to
be smaller with familiarization than without familiarization. Since
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there would be no opportunity to learn the distinctions between
relevant and irrelevant cues, the separation hypothesis would sug-
gest there should be no difference between irrelevancy effects in the
two conditions.
Seeking to establish one o: the other of these hypotheses as
the totally correct one may be specious. Both processes may be in-
volved in a given situation, or either process may be dominant for
a particular subject. It may be more realistic to determine the
power of each hypothesis under a variety of conditions. For example,
if stimuli are varied, the habituation hypothesis may be more valid
when irrelevant stimuli are clearly distinguishable from relevant stim-
uli but very salient. The separation hypothesis may be more likely
to apply when irrelevant stimuli closely surround relevant informa-
tion, but are not themselves very distinctive.
Another question for further study concerns the applicability
of the hypotheses to children's performance. For example, several
psychologists have related the notion of habituation to children's
attention. Jeffrey (l9o r^), for example
,
proposed a serial habitua-
tion hypothesis to account for patterns of attention in cognitive
development. According to his formulation, cues that form a stimulus
complex elicit ORs and undergo habituation one at a time, beginning
with the most salient cue. With increasing age, the sequence occurs
more rapidly and more complex sets of cues can be handled. Wright
and Vlietstra (l9?5) echo this ideal "In any recurrent behavioral
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setting, exploration leads to habituation of attention to various
features of the environment
. . . This mechanism underlies the
process of familiarization
. . . and must occur at any developmental
level before the individual can exert logical control over selec-
tive attention" (p. 234). In the present context, these notions
are extended to tasks where active directed attention is required of
children. In this sort of task, children are subject to large
irrelevancy effects (Strutt, Anderson, and Well, 1975), yet this
interference diminishes with practice (Anderson and Well, unpublished).
One important question is whether or not this improvement is due to
the same kinds of factors in children and adults; that is, do chil-
dren show similar effects following the introduction of novel irrele-
vant stimuli? Another issue concerns the possibility of short-term
differences between children and adults. If children are slower to
habituate than are adults, much of the age difference in irrelevancy
effects may be attributable to variations in time needed to habituate.
Alternatively, the principal difference between children and adults
may be in the interference that remains after long practice periods.
With regard to the separation hypothesis, Gibson's (19&9)
formulation of perceptual learning and development is directly rele-
vant. Gibson posits that with development, children come to learn
"distinctive feature:/', those aspects of stimuli that facilitate
differentiation of certain stimuli from others. Children are presumed
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to become increasingly efficient at selecting such distinctive
features with age. Thus, by the separation hypothesis, younger
children would also be expected to be slower than older children or
adults to reduce irrelevancy effects. This notion also might imply
that a larger irrelevancy effect would remain after practice for
younger children, since there are apt to be features which younger
children would be unable to perceive as "distinctive".
,
Despite questions that still must be investigated, the
results of this experiment suggest that the habituation hypothesis
and the separation hypothesis are certainly viable explanations
for short-term irrelevancy effects. At the very least, the findings
clearly demonstrate that adult subjects do not learn to "focus" on
relevant cues, and that changes in irrelevancy effects are related to
changes in how irrelevant information is processed.
Table 1
Experimental Conditions
Training
Condition Irrelevant
Condition Dimensions
Condition Values
No Til no irrelevant (a)
Old fit no irrelevant (b)
No Tli no irrelevant
Old Til training irrelevant
No Tl| no irrelevant
Old TIi training irrelevant
Transfer
Condition Irrelevant No TIi no irrelevant (a)
Old TIi no irrelevant (b)
Nov/ TIi novel irrelevant
Condition Dimensions No Til no irrelevant
Old Tlj training irrelevant
New TIi novel irrelevant
(new attributes)
Condition Values No TIi no irrelevant
Old TIi training irrelevant
New TI; novel irrelevant
(new values)
Table 2
A. RTi Conditions Dimensions and Valu-
No TI
Overall means 595
First six blocks 634
Last six blocks 561
First block 771
Last block 556
13. RTl Conditions Dimensions and Values
No TI
Line Orientation and
Background Color 599
Form and Background
Pattern 5Q9
C RTi No TI, all conditions
Condition Irrelevant 621
Condition Dimensions 598
Condition Values 591
Overall j-iTs
Condition Irrelevant
Condition Dimensions
Condition Values
First Block RTs
Condition Irrelevant
. Condition Dimensions
Condition Values
Average RTs, 1st 3 Blocks
Condition Irrelevant
Condition Dimensions
Condition Values
Last Block KTs
Condi tion Irrelevant
Condition Dimensions
Condition Values
Table 3
Trial Irrelevancy-
No Ti old TI New TI
620 625 685
573 590 612
552 551
. 557
663 673 830
627 664 753
567 573 606
643 649 741
593 619 666
556 55B 572
6o4 594 635
566 557 60c
548 556 546
Condition Irrelevant
Condition Dimensions
Condition Values
Table <f
iirrors {%)
Training
1.1
1.9
2.1
RT
(msec)
650
800
750
700
650
600
Condition Irrelevant
No Tl
Old Tl
(nominally)
New T I
550
123456789 10 II 12 13 123456789
Fig. I (a)
Tr,al Bte0k8 (b)
(msec)
8501
800
750
700
650
600
Condition Dimensions
NoTl
Old Tl
New Tl
550
i 2345 6789 10 II 1213 I 2 34 56789
Fig 2 (a) Tr,a| B,ock8 (b)
RT Condition Values
NoTI
Old Tl
New T
800
750
700
650
eoo
550
I 2345 6789 10 II 12 13 I 23456789
(a) Tr,al Block8 (b)Fig. 3
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Appendix
Major ANOVA Tables
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I. Training Phase I Condition (?) x Trial Irrelevancy (2) x Lrrele
vant Attributes (2) x Values (2.) x Block (13)
Source
MEAN
CONDITION (G)
IRREL. ATTRIBUTES (I)
values/attributes (V/
Cxi
CV/I
ERROR
TRIAL IRRELEVANCY (T)
T x C
T x
T x
T x
T x
I
V/I
C x
C x
ERROR
BLOCK (B)
B x C
B x
B x
B x
B x
ERROR
I
V/I
I
v/i
C x
C x
I
V/I
T x B
T x B x C
T x Bxl
T x B x V/l
T x B x C x
T x B x C x
ERROR
I
V/I
DF MEAN SQUARE F P
1 362899883I.69 1803.62 • 000
11 1 °,°,n'7'3 1 0
.07 900• t 77
I
• 01 • 919
) 2 f\(OX\h/\ 1 0uyc US*j • 1 y • J j • 723
1X 171177? 1
^
0 r
• 05 .job
I7OI593..28 t$5 •WZ
2012063.^7
1L 18.?8 •000***
1X 1 ^^lll 77
.61 •TO
1
J. xtxjy^ ^0 o. yo • 014-**
2
• u/ • 7<C.O
IX 1fv?1 77
• Of •^1
2 Or
.05 .wz
24 2?144.50
12 4009180.08
• uuu ^
12 90276.56 .51 .909
12 27.IO85.99 1.52 .115
24 243001.95 1.37 .122
12 ^•7379.35 .27 .99^
24 23208.2.93 1.30 .159
288 177916.00
12 51138.31 .000***
12 10483.29 .70 .753
12 11283.24
.75 .700
24 10153^9 1.21 .232
12 11965.98 .80
.653
24 12715.35 .«5 .674
288 15007.75
II. Transfer Fhase: Condition (2) x Trial IrrelevancyIrrelevant Attributes (2) x Values (2) x Block (9)
(3)
Source
MEAN
CONDITION (C)
IRKEL
. ATTRIBUTES (I
)
VALUES/ATTRIBUTES (V/I)Cxi
CV/l
ERROR
TRIAL IRRELEVANCY(T)
T x C
T x I
T x V/l
T x C x I
T x C x V/l
ERROR
block(b)
B x C
B x I
B x V/l
B x C x I
B x C x V/l
ERROR
DF WEAN SQUARE
T
T
T
T
T
T
x
x
X
X
X
X
B
B x C
B x I
B x V/l
B x C x 1
B x C x V/l
1
1
1
2
1
2
2k
2
2
2
4
2
k
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ERROR
8
8
8
16
8
16
192
16
16
16
32
16
32
384
2270266190.73
2^66397.78
3582171.10
903490.99
88229.60
533911.85
1234336.31
284527.70
171930.33
90462.14
25423.65
114992.24
41164.98
1 S3 55. 67
402217.53
132005.83
17697.21
17903.83
30608.52
I8992.9I
25399.26
40769.32
24520.24
8905.77
8981.04
10377.45
8261.52
11573.19
1767.66
1.92
2.79
.70
.07
.45
15.50
9.37
4.93
1.39
6.26
2.24
15.84
5.20
.70
.70
1.21
.75
3.52
2.12
.77
.78
.90
.71
.000
.179
.108
.505
.795
.640
.000***
,000***
.011**
.253
.004***
.078
.000***
.000***
.694
.787
.298
.742
,000***
.007***
.720
.806
.573
.877
HI. Transfer Phase, analysis of Condition Irrelevant only;Trial Irrelevancy x Blocks
Source DF MEAN SQUARE F P
ff
A
fn
1 122508204.50 • 741.04 .000
ERROR 15 165319.01
TRIAL IRRELEVANCY(T ) 1 303550.35 75.01 .000***
ERROR 15 4046.56
BLOCKS (B) 8 50167.50 13.73 .000***
ERROR 120 3653.67
Tx| 8 13212.73 7.92 .000***
ERROR 120 1667.26
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